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Overview 
 
The focus of this project has been both the utilization of photogrammetric data captured by 
unmanned aerial systems (UASs) at various locations to produce digital models for further 
analysis and the creation of a repeatable workflow of the aforementioned process for the benefit 
of students and staff at the Alaska Center for Energy and Power (ACEP). This workflow was 
compliant with the United States Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) requirements 
and will allow students and staff to understand and navigate both the theoretical and technical 
components of executing this type of work. For four sites, digital surface models (DSMs), 
Digital Terrain Models (DTMs), orthomosaics, and canopy height models (CHMs) were created 
in order to better understand and interpret variability in the study areas (Remondino, 2011).  
 
Introduction  
 
The science of photogrammetry, which includes utilizing photographs from unmanned aerial 
systems and processing these into digital surface models and concurrently quantitative 
measurements, has many applications for both analyzing changes in topography and changes in 
vegetation (Westoby, 2012). This study is focused on producing DSMs among other products to 
understand the characteristics of permafrost and coastal erosion processes relevant to energy and 
power applications. 
 
There are four areas of study in various locations within the state of Alaska. The first two sites 
are based in Fairbanks, Alaska on long-term permafrost study sites. 1) The first study area is the 
Permafrost Tunnel Research Facility, which is owned by US Army Garrison Fort Wainwright 
and operated and maintained by Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory. The site 
was developed around studying a silt escarpment containing warm, ice-rich, fine-grained 
permafrost. 2) The second study area is the Permafrost Experiment Station which is owned and 
operated by the same entities. This site has been heavily modified since 1946 to simulate the 
effects of construction or similar types of disturbance like forest fires on ice-rich permafrost. 3) 
The third study area is located just south of Yakutat, which is a small rural community in the 
Gulf of Alaska that can only be accessed by air and sea. This site faces growing concerns of 
documented erosion in the area where erosion of beach dunes can lead to saltwater intrusion into 
local estuaries and changes in landscape structure and function. 4) The fourth study area is Foggy 
Island Bay, which is located on the north slope adjacent to the Beaufort Sea. This site’s data will 
be focused on bay wave hydrodynamics and sediment transport in relation to prospective 
projects of Hilcorp.  
 
As with any process, producing models comes with its associated error. For photogrammetry, 
error can be mitigated by adding ground control points (GCPs), which are used for weaving the 

https://www.erdc.usace.army.mil/CRREL/Permafrost-Tunnel-Research-Facility/
https://www.erdc.usace.army.mil/Media/Fact-Sheets/Fact-Sheet-Article-View/Article/476647/permafrost-experiment-station/
https://www.poa.usace.army.mil/Portals/34/docs/civilworks/BEA/Yakutat_Final%20Report.pdf
https://aoos.org/foggy/
https://aoos.org/foggy/


photos together. These GCPs each come with their own individual error, which can impact the 
overall error of the model. In order to optimize the photogrammetry process it is necessary to 
minimize the variability and to reduce the error of the produced models as much as possible. 
This report will encapsulate a moderate exploration of the error associated with GCPs, their 
impact on models, and provide insight into optimizing the accuracy of future models that are 
produced. This report will also start to explore the optimization of settings for Classifying 
Ground Points, which remains a relatively unexplored, yet important step of the photogrammetry 
process. 

 
 
 

Methodology  
 
Photogrammetric data was processed into geospatial models with the use of Agisoft Metashape 
and python notebooks. Additionally QGIS was used, but predominantly for trial visualizations 
for future python notebooks; the functionality of QGIS has been generally shifted to python 
notebooks, which works better for processing larger amounts of data and producing consistent 
results. This conglomerate of software forms the core of photogrammetry on the cloud.  

 
Following the photogrammetry instructions, iterative testing was conducted, using the workflow 
in Figure 1, to produce geospatial models with varying inclusion of GCPs. The inclusion of 
GCPs and the corresponding errors can be found here. Sites were initially processed to contain 
GCPs with errors less than 0.1 meters, which produced models with less error. These sites were 
then reprocessed to contain all GCPs, which in turn produced models with the most amount of 
error. These models were then differenced using this python notebook, which allows us to 
visualize the impact of GCP error on the geospatial models being produced. Furthermore, 
difference models, histograms, and hillshades were produced for each of the four sites.  
 
The optimization of the “Ground Point Classification” step in the photogrammetry instructions 
will also be explored to some extent. Full optimization would take extensive iterative testing for 
multiple sites. Four iterations of testing will be conducted to produce various digital terrain 
models. These models will then be differenced and analyzed. A recommendation for future 
iterations to determine the optimal settings will be made. Exploration of these settings and 
optimizing them will take time, however these first iterations lay the groundwork for future 
iterations. Iterations for the classification of ground points were conducted on the Permafrost 
Tunnel site. This report encompasses some iterations of differing classes for ground point 
classification.  
 

https://www.agisoft.com/
https://github.com/jupyter/jupyter/wiki/A-gallery-of-interesting-Jupyter-Notebooks
https://docs.qgis.org/3.10/en/docs/gentle_gis_introduction/introducing_gis.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12Ka_u8xEdcuu7uat5wE-QPdHSs52udKtf7IGL1UsUaQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1auG2WEQsVYv_O7O2Sh6qIgMdJU3SuYcbyW4vOev72pM/edit#gid=1662071093
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1eJrtTCYzsBrn5Ygbn2SAKmAHxeZRQIMl?authuser=1#scrollTo=y7FlhNhTac-B


 
Figure 1: Agisoft Metashape Professional workflow used for this project. Items in blue 
were completed in the first round of processing while items in orange were repeated as an 
add-on step in order to produce the digital terrain model (DTM) with only ground points 
included. 
 
 
Results 
 
Ground Control Point Error 
The iterations of testing GCPs can be found here. It is clear that inclusion of inaccurate GCPs 
(above 0.1 m) can skew the models produced. Below is the results from differencing models. 
These figures focus on the error caused by GCP error. 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1auG2WEQsVYv_O7O2Sh6qIgMdJU3SuYcbyW4vOev72pM/edit#gid=1662071093


Permafrost Tunnel 

 
Figure 2: This is a Hillshade model of the Permafrost Tunnel Site. Here it is possible to see 
the topography of the site.  
 

 
Figure 3: This is a differencing of the most accurate, with GCP accuracy of .059, compared 
to the least accurate model, with GCP accuracy of .141. This figure shows the difference 
between these models, which was caused by GCP error. The areas in red illustrate negative 
elevation changes in the model in meters, while the areas in green illustrate positive 
elevation changes in meters.  
 



 
Figure 4: This is a histogram of the Permafrost Tunnel Site. Here it is possible to see the 
distribution of the error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Permafrost Station 
 

 
Figure 5: This is a Hillshade model of the Permafrost Station Site. Here it is possible to see 
the topography of the site.  
 

 
Figure 6: This is a differencing of the most accurate, with GCP accuracy of .053, compared 
to the least accurate model, with GCP accuracy of 30.365. This figure shows the difference 
between these models, which was caused by GCP error. The areas in red illustrate negative 
elevation changes in the model in meters, while the areas in green illustrate positive 
elevation changes in meters.  
 
 



 
 
Figure 7: This is a histogram of the Permafrost Station Site. Here it is possible to see the 
distribution of the error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Yakutat 
 

 
Figure 8: This is a Hillshade model of the Yakutat Site. Here it is possible to see the 
topography of the site. 

 
Figure 9: This is a differencing of the most accurate, with GCP accuracy of .055, compared 
to the least accurate model, with GCP accuracy of .15. This figure shows the difference 
between these models, which was caused by GCP error. The areas in red illustrate negative 
elevation changes in the model in meters, while the areas in green illustrate positive 
elevation changes in meters.  



 
Figure 10: This is a histogram of the Yakutat Site. Here it is possible to see the distribution 
of the error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Foggy Island Bay 

 
Figure 11: This is a Hillshade model of the Foggy Island Bay Site. Here it is possible to see 
the topography of the site. 
 

 
Figure 12: This is a differencing of the most accurate, with GCP accuracy of .06, compared 
to the least accurate model, with GCP accuracy of .148. This figure shows the difference 
between these models, which was caused by GCP error. The areas in red illustrate negative 
elevation changes in the model in meters, while the areas in green illustrate positive 
elevation changes in meters.  



 
Figure 13: This is a histogram of the Foggy Island Bay Site. Here it is possible to see the 
distribution of the error. 
 
From these models, it is clear that GCP error impacts the models and creates significant variance. 
The above figures show the general trend of instances of error between -2 to 2 meters. This 
should emphasize the importance of not using GCPs with error values above 0.1 meters, 
especially when conducting precise comparisons.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Classifying Ground Points 
Conducted iterations of settings can be found here.  
 
Permafrost Tunnel Iteration 1 - Class: Created (Never Classified) 
 

 
Figure 14: This is a differencing of a digital terrain produced with the ground classification 
settings “Class: Created (Never Classified)” and the baseline default settings “Class: Any 
Class”. The areas in red illustrate negative elevation changes in the model in meters, while 
the areas in green illustrate positive elevation changes in meters.   

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1aFfLWLkkFC_UEpoZU5MZ7dt1IxP6oFpH4IHbttF4Pmw/edit#gid=0


 
Figure 15: This is a histogram of the Permafrost Tunnel CGPs Iteration 1. Here it is 
possible to see the distribution of the error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Permafrost Tunnel Iteration 2 - Class: Unclassified 
 

 
Figure 16: This is a differencing of a digital terrain produced with the ground classification 
settings “Class: Unclassified” and the baseline default settings “Class: Any Class”. The 
areas in red illustrate negative elevation changes in the model in meters, while the areas in 
green illustrate positive elevation changes in meters.   



 
Figure 17: This is a histogram of the Permafrost Tunnel CGPs Iteration 2. Here it is 
possible to see the distribution of the error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Permafrost Tunnel Iteration 3 - Class: Ground 
 

 
Figure 18: This is a differencing of a digital terrain produced with the ground classification 
settings “Class: Ground” and the baseline default settings “Class: Any Class”. The areas in 
red illustrate negative elevation changes in the model in meters, while the areas in green 
illustrate positive elevation changes in meters.   
 
 



 
Figure 19: This is a histogram of the Permafrost Tunnel CGPs Iteration 3. Here it is 
possible to see the distribution of the error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Permafrost Tunnel Iteration 4 - Class: Low Vegetation 
 

 
Figure 20: This is a differencing of a digital terrain produced with the ground classification 
settings “Class: Low Vegetation” and the baseline default settings “Class: Any Class”. The 
areas in red illustrate negative elevation changes in the model in meters, while the areas in 
green illustrate positive elevation changes in meters.   
 



 
Figure 21: This is a histogram of the Permafrost Tunnel CGPs Iteration 4. Here it is 
possible to see the distribution of the error. 
 
 
These iterations show that there is a lot of potential for variance in models due to the different 
classifications of ground points. Further iterations to explore these settings will need to be 
conducted in order to fully optimize the processing. 
 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
When processing sites, exclusively using GCPs with errors less than 0.1 meters would be 
optimal. Having this standard will allow for future comparisons of the same sites to be more 
meaningful. Changes in the topography will not become convoluted by error margins. This will 
in turn allow for more receptive analysis and more accurate models. 



 
For the optimization of ground point classification, future iterations that test class, max angle, 
max distance, and cell size will need to be conducted. The individual impact of each of these 
settings will need to be looked at, as well as their potential to impact on other respective settings. 
Additionally, several sites should be tested with these iterations to test how well the settings 
carry over.  
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